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Open-Source scientific environmentOpen-Source scientific environment
for workflow composition:for workflow composition:

=> => more than 500 applications are developed based onmore than 500 applications are developed based on
Triana Triana in support to scientific groups around the worldin support to scientific groups around the world

 Can integrate within a number of different Can integrate within a number of different distributeddistributed
environmentsenvironments

=>for allowing true =>for allowing true heterogeneous computingheterogeneous computing across  across 
different different Grids Grids and and distributed paradigmsdistributed paradigms

 Can specify Can specify distributed course-grained service workflowsdistributed course-grained service workflows

http://www.http://www.trianacodetrianacode.org/.org/
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Some Examples of DomainsSome Examples of Domains

 Gravitational wave data analysis (Gravitational wave data analysis (GridOneDGridOneD))
 Radio astronomy (with Manchester)Radio astronomy (with Manchester)
 AAstrophysical simulations (Cactus)strophysical simulations (Cactus)
 Data mining (DIPSO, Data mining Grid)Data mining (DIPSO, Data mining Grid)
 Biodiversity Problems (Biodiversity Problems (BdworldBdworld))
 Galaxy visualizationGalaxy visualization
 Audio processing and distributed music information retrievalAudio processing and distributed music information retrieval

(MIR)(MIR)
 Distributed peer-to-peer simulations (NRL and Distributed peer-to-peer simulations (NRL and AgentJAgentJ))
 Grid-enabled medical simulations GEMSS)Grid-enabled medical simulations GEMSS)
 Environmental science  (INFERNO)Environmental science  (INFERNO)
 E-Health (Contact-Net)E-Health (Contact-Net)
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ProjectsProjects

 GEO 600 project - GEO 600 project - http://www.geo600.http://www.geo600.uni-hannoveruni-hannover.de/.de/
((gravitational wave data analysis)gravitational wave data analysis)

 GridOneD GridOneD - - www.www.gridonedgridoned.org.org
(distributed computing - P2P and Grid)(distributed computing - P2P and Grid)

 GridLab GridLab - - http://www.http://www.gridlabgridlab.org/.org/

 DataMiningGrid DataMiningGrid - - http://www.http://www.datamininggriddatamininggrid.org/.org/

 BiodiversityWorld BiodiversityWorld - - http://www.http://www.bdworldbdworld.org/.org/

 GEMSS - GEMSS - http://www.http://www.ccrl-nececcrl-nece..de/gemss/indexde/gemss/index.html.html
(Grid-enabled medical simulations)(Grid-enabled medical simulations)

 ReSC ReSC - - http://www.http://www.rescresc..rdgrdg.ac..ac.uk/projectsuk/projects..phpphp

 DART - DART - http://www.http://www.mrsdartmrsdart.com.com
((Digital Audio Retrieval using Digital Audio Retrieval using TrianaTriana))
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Triana environment is used for problem solving and
orchestrating flows of operations/services

=> fine-grained dataflow applications
=> course-grained distributed workflow system

Workflow is implicit in scientific algorithms that specify:
 a series of inter-dependent operations to be executed,
 connecting such algorithms in a series of derivations,

=> when aggregated perform some higher-level task
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Workflows can be:
• simple => contain a few components
• complex => logic-based support can be integrated to

make intelligent decisions about the dynamic evolution of
the particular workflow

Tasks with inter-dependencies expressed and handled by a
computation flow
⇒ the chain of elementary tasks are not necessarily linear
⇒ request a graph of interconnected tasks

Workflow management is data driven:
 the scientific experiments need to process large datasets
 the scheduler responsible for distributing the

computational load should take into account the
input dataset as well as the workflow graph topology
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Triana Triana WorkflowsWorkflows
- multimodal, multimedia -- multimodal, multimedia -
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Based on Triana => The Alchemist Infrastructure

 A new paradigm in search and discovery of
distributed resources, based on:

 multimodal workflows

 the coupling of metadata fusion & social tagging with
the more traditional index-based search techniques
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Information sources:Information sources:

•• http://www.http://www.trianacodetrianacode.org/.org/
•• http://www.http://www.wspeerwspeer.org/.org/
•• http://www.http://www.trianacodetrianacode.org/p2ps/.org/p2ps/
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 WSPeer WSPeer has been has been TrianaTriana’’ss  Web Services toolkitWeb Services toolkit for the past for the past
three years and many projects have used this combination tothree years and many projects have used this combination to
specify their distributed specify their distributed course-grained service workflowscourse-grained service workflows

http://www.http://www.wspeerwspeer.org/.org/

WSPeerWSPeer  - existing middleware - existing middleware which provides:which provides:

•• a a SOAP messaging layerSOAP messaging layer (using Web Services / WS-RF) (using Web Services / WS-RF)

•• within a within a P2P networkP2P network that supports a  that supports a super-peer topologysuper-peer topology of of
rendezvousrendezvous or  or advert cachingadvert caching peers peers

=>to support the scalability of the discovery & access to information=>to support the scalability of the discovery & access to information

=>to cache application-specific data, scientific data & metadata=>to cache application-specific data, scientific data & metadata

(not just discovery information)(not just discovery information)

 P2PSP2PS has been used as the underlying  has been used as the underlying P2P environmentP2P environment
during this timeduring this time

http://www.http://www.trianacodetrianacode.org/p2ps/.org/p2ps/
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 Triana Triana provides a number of provides a number of different bindings to underlyingdifferent bindings to underlying
middlewaremiddleware and therefore a number of possible modes of and therefore a number of possible modes of
operation.operation.

•• Triana Triana on the one hand has a full on the one hand has a full binding to Java GATbinding to Java GAT
interfaceinterface, capable of invoking tools and services such as, capable of invoking tools and services such as
Condor, Condor, GridFTPGridFTP, GRAM, GRAM, etc., etc.

•• On the other has integrated with On the other has integrated with service-based middlewareservice-based middleware,,
such as Web Services, WS-RF, such as Web Services, WS-RF, Jxta Jxta and P2PS.and P2PS.

•• It also has the capability to It also has the capability to dynamically wrap applicationsdynamically wrap applications
remotely behind Web Services interfacesremotely behind Web Services interfaces so that existing so that existing
software can be easily integrated.software can be easily integrated.
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TrianaTriana, the GAT and the GAP, the GAT and the GAP
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Triana Triana FocusFocus

 Two core underlying focuses:Two core underlying focuses:

•• Interactive graphical programmingInteractive graphical programming  of theof the
distributed tasks - complex editingdistributed tasks - complex editing

 Intuitive drag/drop flexible editing - copy/paste services,Intuitive drag/drop flexible editing - copy/paste services,
wizards for creating tools/toolboxes, user interfaces,wizards for creating tools/toolboxes, user interfaces,
adding nodes and multi-level grouping.adding nodes and multi-level grouping.

 Has been used as a Has been used as a ““graphical editorgraphical editor”” for other languages, for other languages,
e.g. DAG, e.g. DAG, VDLx VDLx (DAX in progress).(DAX in progress).

•• Heterogeneous workflowsHeterogeneous workflows - Bridge the gap between - Bridge the gap between
different distributed environmentsdifferent distributed environments

 Use Use cross-environment interfacescross-environment interfaces
 led to integration with GAT (pre SAGA), GAPled to integration with GAT (pre SAGA), GAP
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Triana Triana allows to spontaneously create and run data analysisallows to spontaneously create and run data analysis
algorithms on the data at its source.algorithms on the data at its source.

 Such a Such a component-based object-oriented approachcomponent-based object-oriented approach allows allows
scientists to easily create new algorithms that conform to anscientists to easily create new algorithms that conform to an
agreed and defined set of data typesagreed and defined set of data types and  and can adapt tocan adapt to
different internal parametersdifferent internal parameters

 Makes it easy to create Makes it easy to create individual user interfacesindividual user interfaces for each for each
component to allow the modification of its internal parameterscomponent to allow the modification of its internal parameters

 Graphical approachGraphical approach

=> REUSABILITY=> REUSABILITY of exi of existing unitssting units

=> Allows simple type-safe orchestration of data analysis=> Allows simple type-safe orchestration of data analysis
pipelines on-the-fly without the need for code-levelpipelines on-the-fly without the need for code-level
reconfiguration.reconfiguration.

Triana Triana enables project scientists to design and create enables project scientists to design and create systemssystems
than connect together than connect together a number of software componentsa number of software components..
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ALCHEMISTALCHEMIST

Workflows for Data DiscoveryWorkflows for Data Discovery
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The Alchemist framework:The Alchemist framework:

  Project at Cardiff UniversityProject at Cardiff University

Domain-independentDomain-independent  workflows &workflows &  search mechanism,search mechanism,  built onbuilt on
a generic a generic P2P P2P (Peer-to-Peer) architecture, supporting:(Peer-to-Peer) architecture, supporting:

 distributed database queriesdistributed database queries
 complex search algorithms based on complex search algorithms based on workflowsworkflows

•• composed as a collection of composed as a collection of Peer-to-Peer overlaysPeer-to-Peer overlays,,
Grid-based servicesGrid-based services and  and distributed workflowsdistributed workflows

⇒⇒ Uses industry standards such as Uses industry standards such as Web servicesWeb services and  and SOAP forSOAP for
messagingmessaging

⇒⇒ Alchemist framework & tools are Alchemist framework & tools are extensible & interoperableextensible & interoperable
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Alchemist Alchemist framework is an framework is an alternate approachalternate approach to the classic to the classic

Internet search enginesInternet search engines

built on top of built on top of decentralised decentralised technologiestechnologies

allowing users to allowing users to proactively push informationproactively push information
into a into a decentralised decentralised ““ssearch databaseearch database””

using using standardised standardised Web Services interfacesWeb Services interfaces,,

 developed within the business & Grid computing communities,developed within the business & Grid computing communities,

 and hosted on a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) infrastructureand hosted on a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) infrastructure

The system already interfaces with existing The system already interfaces with existing Grid middlewareGrid middleware
(e.g. (e.g. GlobusGlobus) through ) through Web Services interfacesWeb Services interfaces
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Distributed P2P database frameworkDistributed P2P database framework
For decentralizing metadata & dataFor decentralizing metadata & data

 Based on Based on Web ServicesWeb Services technologies technologies

 Unstructured P2PUnstructured P2P i.e. in the style of  i.e. in the style of super-peers super-peers butbut
•• Allows differentAllows different overlays overlays to be created (data caching) -  to be created (data caching) - dynamicdynamic

groupinggrouping
•• Allows different Allows different caching policiescaching policies (replication, forwarding overlays (replication, forwarding overlays

etc) for groupsetc) for groups
•• Allows sophisticated Allows sophisticated Grid-style securityGrid-style security sign-on, delegation sign-on, delegation

 Based on existing technologiesBased on existing technologies
•• TrianaTriana, P2PS and , P2PS and WSPeerWSPeer
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A framework providing a A framework providing a P2P layerP2P layer for supporting: for supporting:
•• pluggable pluggable network discovery & caching overlaysnetwork discovery & caching overlays
•• the ability to execute the ability to execute distributed workflowsdistributed workflows

Dynamic overlaysDynamic overlays can be created  can be created on-the-flyon-the-fly for the particular for the particular
applicationapplication
=> => deployed onto the peers through the use of deployed onto the peers through the use of P2P groupsP2P groups::

 Security services for participating overlaySecurity services for participating overlay
 Membership services, Group servicesMembership services, Group services

Workflows packagesWorkflows packages are dynamically propagated onto the are dynamically propagated onto the
network using an network using an overlay of package repositoriesoverlay of package repositories

=> => decentralised decentralised layer of package repository layer of package repository cacherscachers
(created by Alchemist(created by Alchemist’’ss dynamic overlay mechanism) dynamic overlay mechanism)
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Built on existing well-tested technologies:Built on existing well-tested technologies:

 Triana Triana Workflow EnvironmentWorkflow Environment    http://www.http://www.trianacodetrianacode.org/.org/
•• Can specify Can specify distributed course-grained service workflowsdistributed course-grained service workflows
•• Used in Used in radio astronomy, astrophysical simulations, gravitationalradio astronomy, astrophysical simulations, gravitational

wave analysis, data mining, biodiversity problems, grid-enabledwave analysis, data mining, biodiversity problems, grid-enabled
medical simulations, environmental science, audio processing etc.medical simulations, environmental science, audio processing etc.

 WSPeerWSPeer  - existing middleware - existing middleware http://www.http://www.wspeerwspeer.org/.org/
((TrianaTriana’’s s Web Services toolkit)Web Services toolkit)  which provideswhich provides

•• a a SOAP messaging layerSOAP messaging layer (using Web Services / WS-RF) (using Web Services / WS-RF)

•• within a within a P2P networkP2P network that supports a  that supports a super-peer topologysuper-peer topology of of
rendezvousrendezvous or  or advert cachingadvert caching peers peers

=>to support the scalability of the discovery & access to information=>to support the scalability of the discovery & access to information

=>to cache application-specific data, scientific data & metadata=>to cache application-specific data, scientific data & metadata

(not just discovery information)(not just discovery information)

 P2PS P2PS - the underlying P2P environment - the underlying P2P environment http://www.http://www.trianacodetrianacode.org/p2ps/.org/p2ps/
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Alchemist frameworkAlchemist framework can be  can be customised customised forfor
particular fields / user-environmentsparticular fields / user-environments

=> Biomedical research=> Biomedical research
=> Astrophysics research=> Astrophysics research
=> Audio research=> Audio research
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 Alchemist toolkitAlchemist toolkit integrates  integrates applications, data providers, digitalapplications, data providers, digital
content, and algorithmscontent, and algorithms

=> enables the simple => enables the simple composition of mixed-media queriescomposition of mixed-media queries for for
combinational searchescombinational searches

=> to interpret => to interpret heterogeneous datasetsheterogeneous datasets in a logically defined order in a logically defined order

=> to => to multiplex search resultsmultiplex search results

=> => produce produce rich metadatarich metadata

 Graphical workflow builderGraphical workflow builder => Alchemist provides a => Alchemist provides a
framework for specifying complex search algorithmsframework for specifying complex search algorithms,,
using a series of logical search stepsusing a series of logical search steps

=> application developers do not need to write custom software=> application developers do not need to write custom software
algorithms from scratchalgorithms from scratch

=> are able to create complex queries and data fusion techniques=> are able to create complex queries and data fusion techniques
in a in a modular and pluggable fashionmodular and pluggable fashion
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Alchemist WorkflowsAlchemist Workflows

and Data Discoveryand Data Discovery

forfor

  Biomedical ResearchBiomedical Research
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 Alchemist infrastructureAlchemist infrastructure provides an innovative provides an innovative
mechanism for mechanism for biomedical image data search andbiomedical image data search and
spectral data discoveryspectral data discovery
•• metadatametadata generated from user and automatic generated from user and automatic

annotations is fusedannotations is fused
•• semantics semantics can be included as part of the querycan be included as part of the query

 TrianaTriana  - as a scientific workflow environment -- as a scientific workflow environment -
has been used in has been used in Bioinformatics projectsBioinformatics projects as the as the
Grid-based problem-solving environment for collaborativeGrid-based problem-solving environment for collaborative
exploration and analysis of global biodiversity patternsexploration and analysis of global biodiversity patterns
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Within the context of Biomedical sciences, the AlchemistWithin the context of Biomedical sciences, the Alchemist
has a significant potential to support:has a significant potential to support:

(i) (i) distributed biomedical communitiesdistributed biomedical communities focused on a specific focused on a specific
disease processdisease process

(ii) (ii) disease-oriented collaborative studiesdisease-oriented collaborative studies which share large which share large
datasetsdatasets

(iii) (iii) integrative biology projectsintegrative biology projects that need to analyse inter- that need to analyse inter-
related information at different levelsrelated information at different levels
(e.g. clinical, cellular, molecular and genomic)(e.g. clinical, cellular, molecular and genomic)

(iv) (iv) population-based studiespopulation-based studies (e.g. clinical trials in diabetes or (e.g. clinical trials in diabetes or
cancer)cancer)
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For biomedical images, current practice usually involves searchingFor biomedical images, current practice usually involves searching
databases containing:databases containing:

(i) (i) patient data repositoriespatient data repositories

(ii) (ii) case-oriented reference atlasescase-oriented reference atlases (i.e. dynamic information across (i.e. dynamic information across
spatial and temporal scales of abstraction)spatial and temporal scales of abstraction)

(iii) (iii) training collectionstraining collections (documented biomedical images, either (documented biomedical images, either
anonymised anonymised individual or averaged data and training datasets)individual or averaged data and training datasets)

Biomedical audio-visual contentBiomedical audio-visual content and  and associated metadataassociated metadata can be can be
discovered and retrieved, allowing also the visualization ofdiscovered and retrieved, allowing also the visualization of
particular regions of interest within the images, or anomalies inparticular regions of interest within the images, or anomalies in
the patterns of spectral data.the patterns of spectral data.

While While content-based retrievalcontent-based retrieval is an active field of research,  is an active field of research, multiplemultiple
modality searchmodality search (using data from multiple sources and media, (using data from multiple sources and media,
and data from different levels of biological organisation) can giveand data from different levels of biological organisation) can give
deeper insightsdeeper insights into the nature of biological entities and the into the nature of biological entities and the
processes they are involved in.processes they are involved in.
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By using the By using the Alchemist for disease-oriented studiesAlchemist for disease-oriented studies,,

P2P cachingP2P caching could support the  could support the search, selection and aggregationsearch, selection and aggregation
of similar biomedical and spectral datasets.of similar biomedical and spectral datasets.

=> Caching, using => Caching, using rendezvous peersrendezvous peers (as in  (as in WSPeerWSPeer), can be), can be
adapted to cache similar requests for resourcesadapted to cache similar requests for resources

=>=> store hits on nodes which are within closer proximity to store hits on nodes which are within closer proximity to
the particular group of researchers interested in the filethe particular group of researchers interested in the file
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Mobile supportMobile support is also provided for the Alchemist is also provided for the Alchemist
infrastructureinfrastructure

 Clinicians can benefit greatly from the possibility of using aClinicians can benefit greatly from the possibility of using a
mobile device mobile device to initiate search operationsto initiate search operations, , retrieve medicalretrieve medical
audio/visual dataaudio/visual data and associated records, or  and associated records, or operate dataoperate data
transfertransfer between different static repositories, in a controlled between different static repositories, in a controlled
and secure way.and secure way.

 We also address the possibility of using mobile devices forWe also address the possibility of using mobile devices for
workflow managementworkflow management by the  by the remote controlremote control of the of the
enactment engine from a enactment engine from a mobile user interfacemobile user interface, for the data, for the data
fusion of different kinds of data and metadata and thefusion of different kinds of data and metadata and the
integration of algorithms designed under a common problem-integration of algorithms designed under a common problem-
solving environmentsolving environment
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Alchemist WorkflowsAlchemist Workflows

for Data Discoveryfor Data Discovery

inin

  Diabetic RetinopathyDiabetic Retinopathy
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Diabetic Retinopathy (DR)Diabetic Retinopathy (DR)::

==> All patients with > All patients with diabetesdiabetes are at risk of are at risk of
developing developing DRDR, and its progression to a, and its progression to a
sight-threatening stagesight-threatening stage is often not detected is often not detected

=> Disease that accounts for c.80-90% of cases=> Disease that accounts for c.80-90% of cases
of of blindness due to diabetesblindness due to diabetes in the UK in the UK
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SCOPE:SCOPE:

EEarly detectionarly detection of pathologic mechanisms underlying of pathologic mechanisms underlying
diabetic retinopathydiabetic retinopathy in research and clinical trial in research and clinical trial
scenarios:scenarios:

•• Mechanisms for Mechanisms for imaging and spectral data discoveryimaging and spectral data discovery
•• Vertical and horizontal Vertical and horizontal biomedical data integrationbiomedical data integration

2  SCENARIOS:2  SCENARIOS:

•• Early Detection and Prevention of Early Detection and Prevention of Retinal DiseaseRetinal Disease

•• Investigational Drug DiscoveryInvestigational Drug Discovery
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The study of The study of DR (diabetic retinopathy)DR (diabetic retinopathy)::

Customised utilisation Customised utilisation ofof Alchemist multimodal search/workflow Alchemist multimodal search/workflow
systemsystem, spanning, spanning::

•• fundamental Biomedical researchfundamental Biomedical research
•• routine clinical (screening) practicesroutine clinical (screening) practices

Guided by:Guided by:
•• DRSSW DRSSW (Diabetic Retinopathy Screening Service for Wales)(Diabetic Retinopathy Screening Service for Wales)
•• DRU DRU (Diabetes Research Unit, (Diabetes Research Unit, Llandough Llandough Hospital)Hospital)

 High quality research data collected => factors associated with High quality research data collected => factors associated with gradedgraded
outcomesoutcomes  of DRof DR

 Additional data currently being obtained from Additional data currently being obtained from primary care settingsprimary care settings

-- high-resolution high-resolution retinal imagesretinal images

-- associated quantitative associated quantitative physiological, demographic and other variablesphysiological, demographic and other variables

Alchemist system:Alchemist system:
 pattern searches at multiple levelspattern searches at multiple levels
 transformations of signal datatransformations of signal data
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Thank you for attention !Thank you for attention !

For more informationFor more information……

AdinaAdina..Riposan@contactnetRiposan@contactnet..roro

Ian.J.Ian.J.Taylor@csTaylor@cs..cardiffcardiff.ac..ac.ukuk


